
Recently, I attended my first account-
ing course for my Master’s in
Business Administration. Previously, I

did not believe that there were boring sub-
jects, just boring educators. I must admit
now that I was wrong. In my opinion, eight
weeks of intense accounting classes not
only drained my energy, but also affected
my happiness index (I rate myself a solid
9/10, 7/10 with accounting). It got me
thinking that others may also experience a
similar situation with different classes, be
they in the sciences or the arts. The natural
choice of many is to drop the class, in which
case this is a smart choice. But if the class is
mandatory, and the instructor’s energy is at
best exemplified by the color beige, then we
must find a way to pass the class.

To do this, I have prepared a step by
step list of minimizing the energy draining
effect of boring classes. I hope that my
readers benefit from this list and look for-
ward to receiving feedback and criticism:

The first step is to analyze the teaching
method. In most cases, the teaching method
is slide reading. For those who do not know
how to recognize this situation, it is charac-
terized by a professor standing behind a
screen, reading from a PowerPoint slide
most likely provided from another source.

Step two is figuring out the least amount
of work required for the most amount of
value, that is, to not spend your time read-
ing 40 pages of the chapter if your profes-
sor focuses mostly on the mathematic
aspect of the course. Another example is
doing homework if it is not mandatory. 

Step three: If attendance is mandatory,
use the class time to do the class/home-
work for the class during the allotted time
for Dr. Beige’s instructing. This way, you are
condensing the unpleasant part of your day
into one hour. This is important because if
you do not do your work during class, there
is a chance that you will procrastinate. In

classes that are practice based, l ike
accounting, this is risky and may affect
your grade negatively.

Step four: Ask students who have already
taken the course for advice, especially
regarding the professor. Professor Beige
may like the occasional student chiming in
about the topic. Search a random slide, then
ask him or her once each class. This will
safeguard your reputation if you need to
speak with the professor regarding your
grade in the future. Trends noticed with
some professors are: talking with them
about something they like (basketball), find-
ing common ground on a cultural basis,
being the teacher’s “pet”, being the one who
cracks jokes in class, and finally, walking in
late with confidence and a smile. Each pro-
fessor is different and will have different
biases. Some professors will not have bias-
es, in which case it is best to remain quiet.

For readers of this article who are pro-
fessors, I apologize for the crudeness of the
previous paragraph, but these are only a
few tools many students use to soften you
up and nurture your human biases. To
counter this behavior, the best method is to
remain strict regarding the rules of your
course. If you do notice students dozing off,
the best method of figuring out what can be
done is asking them.

I am surprised by how unconnected
many professors are to their students.
After surveying multiple samples, you will
notice a trend of how your students prefer
to learn your course material. Keep in
mind, there will be a few students who will
offer to cut class material as a form of
advice. If your students tell you there is
something wrong, they are almost always
right, if they tell you exactly what is wrong,
they are likely wrong. 

The final step applies to both professors
and students: please do your due diligence.
If the students are unfocused in class, try to
make the material more dynamic. If your
professor is Dr. Beige, make the most of
your time in class, or try to ask the profes-
sor for a different approach. Be very careful
about this, as some professors get very
defensive about their teaching methods.

Regardless of the fact that government
efforts have restricted some animal rights
violations by creating shelters in the

desert for lizards and birds, there is a growing
problem of stray dogs and street cats that are
harmed and poisoned and abused. 

Lack of awareness led real-life heroes to
create, manage and fund organizations like
PAWS, Al-Rifq, KARE and many others in
Kuwait. Fortunately, such acts of kindness are
increasing in popularity, and these voluntary
groups are documenting their accomplishments
on social media, gathering support and encour-
agement for a seemingly lost battle. 

The advent of social media and the race for
fame has increased animal rights violations by
ill-doers who seek shock value by any means
necessary. Viewers have been tremendously
baffled by the cruel treatment of animals in
GCC states, such as shooting chickens with
fireworks, kicking cats into goals, or making
dogs living piÒatas only to get more Internet
views. 

American expat Claudia Al-Rashoud has

passionately raised points that are definitely
worth mentioning - firstly, that the sadistic
pleasure of creating any organized fights
between animals or making any kind of dark
comedy displays by hurting animals is psycho-
logically proven to create generations disposed
to being violent against fellow human beings. I
would add that you can’t find a terrorist cud-
dling Mr Cookie the brown hamster! 

Secondly, she stressed countries such as
India and Bangladesh combat the problem of
uncontrollable breeding by spaying females and
neutering males. Thirdly, she suggested cracking
down on owners who irresponsibly breed for
quick dinars, and raise awareness that pets can
improve the psychology and morale of kids. She
also spoke about the cruelty of throwing pets
out due to fears of developing allergies without
providing a humane place for them. 

All in all, the fight against animal cruelty is
not about turning GCC states into a fantastical
utopia for animals, but for us Muslims, it is sim-
ply to abide by what Islam has already taught
us. Such as the story of the prostitute that went
to eternal paradise only by the merciful and kind
act of giving a dog a drink of water, and how a
pious and honorable Muslim lady went to hell
only due to the merciless act of confining a cat
without feeding it. It is time to see our fellow
habitants of earth not as biological piÒatas, but
our furry tickets to heaven.
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Meet institution representatives from
Canada and New Zealand on Nov 8th
at Ibis Hotel Salmiya, Salem Al

Mubarak Street between 11 am to 5 pm and
learn about study abroad opportunities.

With an effective education system in
countries like Canada, New Zealand the graph
of students desiring to study abroad has
climbed. While many students wish to travel
abroad for studies, only some are aware of the
process and the requisites that are needed to
accomplish this. Here you will get a chance to
guide yourself for the application process and
also help to find program of your preference. 

The choice of the right universities and the
right kind of courses will shape your future.

These countries, being the hub of education,
have also delineated specific courses accord-
ing to which the application process should
be initiated. Therefore, from the initial coun-
seling till the time the admission is complete,
the entire process must be undertaken with
prudence and a conscious effort must be
applied. Glinks International Consultancy is
organizing this event and will provide consul-
tation for smooth application process for you. 

Participating institutions: College of New
Caledonia,  Columbia College, Douglas
College, Durham College, North Island
College, Okanagan College, Golden Hills
Schools Division, Nelson Marlborough
Institute of Technology, Thompson Rivers
University, Trent University, University of
New Brunswick, University of Waterloo,
Vancouver Island University and Wilfred
Laurier University

Glinks International is fully experienced
and trained by trusted university partners.
Meet them at the Canadian & New Zealand
Education Fair 2017. 

Canadian & New
Zealand Education
Fair 2017

By Nawara Fattahova 

The Municipality, which is in charge of
maintaining cleanliness and is author-
ized to issue fines, issued a reminder

on various media warning people against
violating the law. It cautioned smokers
against discarding cigarette butts while driv-
ing or in any public place including the
streets, parks, pavements and others.
Violators will be fined according to law no.
9/1987, which sets the fine starting from KD
5 up to KD 200.  

But the head of the Capital emergency
team of the municipality considered this fine
as low and not a deterrent for violators, say-
ing that the Environment Public Authority is
authorized to issue fines up to KD 5,000. In
fact, the same law also includes other kinds
of violations such as urinating or spitting in
public, not to mention littering. But we still
see many people littering in public places,
even in front of the building where they live.
Their uncivilized behavior needs to be
strictly punished to protect our country and
keep it clean. 

People are not keeping the streets,
beaches, parks and other places clean, so
how do we expect them to recycle? If there
are more inspectors who are really active in
controlling violations in all public places, and

if the violators are punished, this negative
phenomenon will disappear or at least drop
to a minimum. A few years back, inspectors
were given the authority to issue fines, but
no significant difference was noticed. 

When the municipality banned barbe-
quing on beaches and warned violators of
large fines in addition to the possibility of
deporting violating expats in certain cases
due to damage caused by grilling, this nega-
tive act disappeared. This way of threatening
succeeded to force people to respect the
law, and this is exactly what is needed. 

The EPA is also authorized to issue fines
for some violations, which can be sanctioned
by more authorities, if it affects the environ-
ment. A few days back, EPA again warned
against grilling on beaches, reminding of the
already existing law that allows EPA inspec-
tors to issue a fine of up to KD 10,000. The
fine depends on the level of damage caused
to the environment. The Public Authority for
Agricultural Affairs and Fish Resources is
also in charge of penalizing violators if
grilling damages trees and plants.

Littering is an uncivilized behavior and is
not seen in developed countries, such as
those in Europe. This comes from their cul-
ture, as they are taught to keep their coun-
try clean from childhood. We need to
spread this culture among children and be a
good example for them. Some Western
teachers in English schools are trying to
spread the culture of recycling and pro-
tecting Mother Nature by holding practical
activities and field trips for students, and
they have noticed students’ acceptance and
interaction. 

I hope we have many inspectors on
the streets watching people and issuing
large  f ines  to  v io la tors  to  keep our
country always clean.

We are all
responsible 
for Kuwait’s
cleanliness

By Jeri Al-Jeri
local@kuwaittimes.com
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